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Principal’s Report
It is hard to believe that Term One is already drawing to a close! Even though the term has been short in
length, it is amazing how much has been crammed into this time. At our first whole school assembly, I
spoke about embracing opportunities, it is great to see how many opportunities have been embraced in
my short time at the school. There have been a number of camps (Student Executive, Outdoor Education), excursions (Art Gallery, Have Sum Fun, Sculptures by the Sea) and events such as Wellbeing week,
including the Y.A.R.N. about Mental Health and the School Ball. All these opportunities have been well
supported and provided amazing experiences for those involved!

YARN about Mental Health
As a component of Wellness Week, Year 9 students from across our region converged on Manjimup Senior High School to engage in activities and listen to guest speakers related to mental health. It was amazing to see students from Kearnan College, Pemberton DHS, Bridgetown High School and Nannup DHS,
and our own students, embrace this opportunity.
The students were enthralled by keynote speaker Tracey Barnett and her very raw personal journey. The
Hawaiian Ride for Youth peloton dropped in and shared some personal stories before heading on their
way and we had some amazing stalls and concurrent sessions that included issues such as body image,
drugs and alcohol, consent and LGBTIQ to name a few…
A huge thanks must go to the Blackwood Youth Action Group headed by our own School Psychologist
James Dewing and local GP Sarah Youngson who were the driving force behind this initiative.
Thanks also to Vicki Shields and our Big Picture students who provided muffins at morning tea for 250
students and staff, to East Manjimup Primary School who supplied the apples for morning tea and to our
Student Executive that cooked the Sausage Sizzle lunch. It was great to see that this event was truly a
community supported experience.

School Ball
A highlight for many of our students is our School Ball and last Saturday night we welcomed over 200 attendees to the big event. I trust that it lived up to the high expectations that students had for what is often
one of the most memorable moments of their High School careers!
A huge thanks must go to Sandra Buzzard who has committed countless hours in ensuring the Ball was a
success. To her army of helpers, staff (especially office staff), students and family members who all contributed, thank you for supporting such a great event!

Principal’s Report
Staffing Changes
At the end of term we farewell Linda Maher. Linda postponed her retirement to assist us for Term One in
the English Learning Area. Similarly Ag Mata postponed her trip to South Australia to deliver ATAR English and will be on leave next term. We wish you both all the best as you embark on these adventures!
Thank you also to Mrs Elle Yovkoff for her assistance within the English Learning Area in Term One.
Linda Rogers (Acting Vice Principal) and Sarah Baker (Acting HoLA English) will continue in their positions for another term as we undergo a school review (May 12) and consider our leadership structure moving forward.

Congratulations
It has been a big week for Jessica Columbus (HASS Teacher and Year 9 Coordinator), not only did she
secure a permanent teaching position at Manjimup SHS, she also got married on the weekend! Congratulations Jessica Rozendaal!

I wish you all a safe and restful school holiday break and look forward to the return of students on Tuesday, 20th April!

School Dates
Term 2 begins on Tuesday 20th April
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Automotives
Kent Roberts from Stan’s Machinery delivered a talk to students completing their Certificate II in Automotives as well as other certificate classes.
Kent spoke to the students about his career path, which included racing sprint cars. He also discussed
the traits that as an employer he looks for when recruiting, such as work ethic and good communication
and time management skills.
We would like to thank Kent for bringing in his sprint car and giving up his time to talk with our students.

Agriculture

This term the Year 8 Farm class is
learning about the dairy industry. Students are responsible for feeding the
calves on a roster system.

Agriculture
The Year 9 Farm class have been studying the different methods of plant propagation.

The Year 10 Agriculture class have been learning to drive the farm machinery as well as fencing, harvesting pumpkins, tomatoes, capsicums, chillies and other summer crops.

The High School’s farm won several awards at the recent Warren District Agricultural Show.
Congratulations to all the staff and students who contributed to the wins!
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Gumboot Donation
Thank you to Manjimup Trading Company and Nutrien Ag Solutions
for their generous donation of over 200 pairs of gumboots to the
school. These will prove very useful for our farming students come
the rainy weather!

Miss Kidner’s Science Class
Year 12 Integrated Science – Forensic Soil Analysis
A crime is afoot, and the Year 12 Integrated Science class is
here to solve it!
The crime
A vandalised locker
The suspects
Mr Walsh, Science teacher, angry about phones being used by
students.
Mr Rayson, Phys Ed teacher, annoyed that students are bringing unhealthy snacks to school.
Mr Harfouche, school gardener, frustrated by students leaving
rubbish around the school.
Mrs Gandy, canteen manager, believes students are undercutting her profits by selling soft drinks from their lockers.
The crime solving process
Students were supplied with soil samples from each of the suspects and collected another sample from the crime scene to
compare them to. After careful analysis using visual examination, microscopes and soil density techniques, Mrs Gandy was
identified as the perpetrator!
Tamra Kidner
Integrated Science Teacher

YARN About Mental Health Expo
Last Wednesday, the 24th February, Year 9 students from around our district were invited to MSHS to take
part in our Yarn about Mental Health day. Over 200 students took part, in what those who attended stated
was a very organised and worthwhile event.
The day consisted of a variety of guest speakers who
talked not only about their experiences with mental
health, but also about how as a community we need to
start recognising and seeking help for our mental health
just as we do for physical ailments that require medical
attention.
Tracey Barnett was the main guest speaker. Tracey told
her story in a very moving way, using her music to communicate some really rough times she experienced
throughout her life, but also acknowledging how hopeful
she is now that she has accessed effective treatment
with appropriate professionals that she trusts.
The Hawaiian Ride for Youth riders arrived at the school during morning tea. They were on their long journey from Perth to Albany raising funds for Youth Focus, which provides mental health support within
schools to students, as well as promoting general awareness of mental health. Their guest speaker gave a
very personal story of two close family members and their
struggles with mental health over a number of years. The year
group was fantastic in interacting and asking questions of the
speaker and appeared to really connect with him.
Throughout the day stall holders were also in attendance –
raising awareness of agencies that are able to be accessed by
students. We really appreciate these agencies travelling to
Manjimup for the day; Blackwood Youth Action, Headspace,
Southern Forests Rainbow Faction, Youth Focus, Accord
West, SWAMS, Warren Blackwood Community Health, St John
of God Drug and Alcohol Counselling, GP Down South,
CAMHS, LAMP, Jobs Southwest, Relationships Australia, Talk
2 a Mate, Forrest Personnel and R U Legal. Paul Omodei from the Manjimup Shire Council and John Nicholas from the Bridgetown Shire Council also attended and showed support for the day. Apologies if anyone has been missed.
The final part of the day gave the students the opportunity to break into smaller groups to attend information sessions on a variety of topics
On the whole it was an amazing day which hopefully was of assistance to everyone who came. Particular thanks must go to
James Dewing, our School Psychologist; Dr Sarah Youngson;
Josh Rayson (HoLA - Phys Ed) and Blackwood Youth Action,
who were the main drivers of the event and managed to source
funds and donations to pull it all together. Planning for this
event started over 12 months ago after a similar event that used
to run with state funding was no longer continued despite lobbying of politicians. It goes to show what a wonderful community
we have who come together and make things happen, working
together for a worthwhile cause.

Ms Columbus’s Myths, Legends & Conspiracies
Myths, Legends and Conspiracies is the new elective where we explore the world through different views
and test our critical thinking to decipher what is real and what is fake. We formed our own theories by listening to podcasts and used our critical thinking to analyse their roles in society. We also covered theory
and case studies through research, discussion and by analysing other people’s accounts.
Myths have taken place all over the world, throughout history and in modern day. There are many different
myths; from stories around the creation of the universe, to the stories we get told as children. Legends are
a group of stories told about a person or place, from supernatural creatures, Robin Hood, to missing cities
like Atlantis. Conspiracies are used by people everyday to question the truth and facts. Maybe these people know something we don’t? Conspiracies could be about weather events, whether the earth is flat, to
what truly is in Area 51 - something we might never know.
Using our new knowledge and skills we wrote and produced our
own series of podcasts on a myth, legend or conspiracy theory
of our choice. Although challenging, it was rewarding creating
our own content with own conclusions.
We may not know all the answers but we can filter out what is
made up from what truly happened by thinking critically and being aware of fake news and photo shopped images. But don’t
let me tell you what is real and what is fake, why don’t you look
and see for yourself?
Grace Liddle (Year 10)

School Ball 2021
The School Ball was held last Saturday night, the 27th
March. The 250 students and partners in attendance
enjoyed socialising and dancing at the ‘Casino’
themed event.
Belle of the Ball was awarded to Poppy Schiano DiCola, with Beau of the Ball going to Zane Peskett.
Special thanks to the following parents for their help
and assistance; Deb Kordic, Melissa Henderer and
Dalene Read. Also to the student ball committee members Mikayla Symes, Phoebe Kordic, Imogen Johnson, Catherine MacDonald and Aurora Checketts.
More photos of the night will be shared, and made
available for purchase, when the professional photographs taken by Bliss Photography are processed.

Grace Liddle & Laynii Haeusler

Curious Minds STEM Camp
I was lucky enough to be selected in the Curious Minds program, an extension and mentoring program for
girls to ignite their passion for STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths). At the end of 2019 I
landed in Canberra with 65 like-minded girls from across Australia. We stayed at the Australian National
University (ANU), sleeping in the student’s accommodation and walking across to use the university’s facilities each day.
We were split into groups and given a different ‘supercharge’ activity each day. The supercharges included: chemistry, physics, maths, earth and environmental science, biology, IT and engineering. The highlights of each were; in chemistry we learnt about equilibrium and turned liquids from red to orange to
black to clear and back again. In physics we learnt about colours and looked at what different tie dyed
blankets looked like under different lights and burnt holes in paper with a laser lamp. I was nominated to
be sacrificed to see if an experiment would work … instead I received an electric shock three times! We
also made ice-cream with dry nitrogen and ate it (it was yummy). In earth and environmental science we
looked at tectonic plates and how the ground forms in layers by examining Mars Bars. We looked at how
easy it is for liquids to pass through porous rock by drinking choccy milk through Aero chocolate. In biology we looked at the evolution of Homo sapiens and how approximately 70% of the world is lactose intolerant. In maths we participated in an escape room. All supercharges were so much fun, and I made some
great friends.
We listened to a range of guest speakers that had amazing
jobs in STEM, many of which allowed them to travel the world.
We had people teach us how to become good public speakers
and participated in activities ranging from learning how to juggle, to making filtration devices using different materials. The
goal in the latter activity was to help design a successful filtration device to provide drinking water for a rural town in Australia. We had to consider many factors such as the cost of the
materials as well as the efficiency and effectiveness before
presenting our findings.
On the last day, women from all over Australia, who currently
work in a STEM field, flew into Canberra to meet us. We did a
‘speed meet’ where 2-3 ladies sat on each table explaining
their career in four minutes. We would then move to the next
table learning about different STEM careers. On the last night
we had a party at the Sunshine Dome, singing and dancing. In
Abbey (second from right)
between all of that, we played many games, feasted in the
ANU dining hall and built a city for Ozobots.
The first camp in Canberra was honestly one of the best weeks of my life. Who would’ve thought that
STEM could take you so many places?
The ANU paired us with a mentor who we worked with for the next 6 months. I got to know my mentor
well, speaking over the phone every 2-3 weeks to discuss the project that I would present at the next
camp. I researched many things for my project; looking at evolution and future careers and ended up organising a visit to Talison Lithium Greenbushes mines to learn about everything there. Unfortunately the
tour got cancelled due to Covid-19. Nevertheless, I had the privilege of going through it all on a Microsoft
teams call. I spoke to the Geologist, Metallurgist and Lab Technicians about the processes used to mine
lithium and they took me through what occurs at the mines. This online tour was super interesting and I
enjoyed making a PowerPoint and speech on this for my project, that I later presented to the girls in
STEM. Overall this was a once in a lifetime opportunity that taught me more different things than I could
imagine. I met so many inspiring women and made amazing friends that I still keep in contact with today.
Abbey Hall (Year 11)

Geography 2021—Mrs Howesmith
Year 11 Geography Excursion – Jarrahwood
On Tuesday 9th March the Year 11 Geography students travelled to Jarrahwood to meet with Department
of Biodiversity, Conservations and Attractions (DBCA) leader of the Nearer to Nature programme, John
Anderson. The students participated in a range of activities to understand the impacts of bushfires on forest ecology and gained insights into mitigation strategies undertaken by DBCA to protect environmental
and cultural assets. The excursion offered the students a practical opportunity to conduct research for
their bushfires depth study.

Year 12 Geography Excursion – Talison and Schwenke’s Dam, Greenbushes
The Year 12 Geography class of 2021 travelled to Greenbushes on Monday 15th March to visit Talison
Lithium mine and Schwenke’s Dam. The excursion gave the students a first-hand look at the scale of the
mining operations, an understanding of how Talison’s environmental operations team work to rehabilitate
mined land and an overview of the driving demands for lithium. After the mine site tour, the students enjoyed lunch at Greenbushes Pool before moving on to Schwenke’s Dam. Dr Per Christensen met the students at Schwenke’s to discuss the water bittern bird project and how the old mine site has been converted to wetlands to improve the biodiversity of the area and restore the healthy function of the ecosystem.

Leadership Camp 2021
Members of the Student Executive and Sports Captains attended a Leadership Camp in Perth in week 4.
They participated in a range of team building and leadership development activities that left students feeling both exhausted and inspired. Activities included an escape room, high ropes course, Spy-school challenge, tour of Optus Stadium and an Amazing Race. Students worked with different members of the group
on team building activities and came away with a strong understanding of each other’s strengths as well
as a commitment to work on an ‘Action Plan’ moving forward. The group identified mental health
(including stress, anxiety, depression and lack of belonging), the school uniform and the need for a Youth
Zone in Manjimup as key areas that they would like to work on throughout 2021.
Staff who travelled with the group were very impressed with the way the students conducted themselves,
participated in activities, worked on their action plans and their general representation of the school. All
students at Manjimup SHS are encouraged to bring issues they see to the attention of their elected representatives who are keen to actively look for solutions to these issues.
Our student leaders are a highly motivated group who are eager to represent the student voice.
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